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We study non homogeneous quantum quenches in a one-dimensional gas of repulsive spin-1/2 fermions, as
described by the integrable Yang-Gaudin model. By means of generalized hydrodynamics (GHD), we analyze
in detail the real-time evolution following a sudden change of the confining potential. We consider in particular
release protocols and trap quenches, including a version of the quantum Newton’s cradle. At zero temperature,
we employ a simplified phase-space hydrodynamic picture to characterize the dynamics of the particle- and spin-
density profiles. Away from zero temperatures, we perform a thorough numerical study of the GHD equations,
and provide quantitative predictions for different values of the temperature, external magnetic field, and chemical
potential. We highlight the qualitative features arising due to the multi-component nature of the elementary
excitations, discussing in particular effects of spin-charge separation and dynamical polarization.

I. INTRODUCTION

One-dimensional (1D) many-body quantum physics is a
fascinating subject, characterized by peculiar phenomena and
rich mathematical structures [1, 2]. Despite its long history,
it continues to pose many difficult questions and motivate in-
tense theoretical research. This is especially true out of equi-
librium, also due to the recent advances and possibilities intro-
duced by cold-atom physics [3–6]. In this context, integrable
systems play an important role, providing simplified models
where powerful analytic techniques can be applied.

Recently, a milestone was achieved in the description of in-
tegrable systems out of equilibrium, with the introduction of
a novel generalized hydrodynamics (GHD) [7, 8], extending
conventional hydrodynamics by taking into account all the lo-
cal conservation laws associated with integrability. Over the
past few years, the theory has proven to be extremely versa-
tile, allowing us to tackle questions beyond the scope of its
traditional formulation (see e.g., Refs. [9–14] for recent re-
views), including weak-integrability breaking [15, 16], atom
losses [17], diffusive corrections to ballistic transport [18–
21], and large-scale quantum fluctuations [22–30]. Com-
pared to previous analytic approaches to integrable systems,
including the quench-action [31, 32] or the quantum-transfer-
matrix method [33, 34], GHD allows us to study different non-
equilibrium protocols breaking translation symmetry, such as
trap quenches or trap release. This makes GHD powerful
enough to analyze actual cold-atomic experimental settings,
as beautifully demonstrated by the recent papers [35, 36].

So far, GHD has been mostly applied, with a few excep-
tions [37–41], to integrable models with an elementary Bethe
ansatz description, i.e., displaying a single-type of quasipar-
ticle excitation. On the other hand, an interesting class of
models features multicomponent quasiparticles, whose anal-
ysis requires a more sophisticated nested Bethe ansatz ap-
proach. A well-known example is the Yang-Gaudin model,
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describing a one-dimensional (1D) gas of repulsive spinful
fermions. These systems are typically characterized by a
richer phenomenology, as exemplified by the spin-charge sep-
aration (SCS) effect [1, 42–50]. Furthermore, their study is
also obviously timely from the point of view of cold-atom ex-
periments, which allow us, for instance, to realize quantum
gases with tunable spin [51] and interactions [52].

The aim of this paper is to conduct a thorough investiga-
tion of the GHD description of the prototypical Yang-Gaudin
model. We provide quantitative predictions for a number of
experimentally relevant nonequilibrium protocols and high-
light the qualitative features arising due to the multicompo-
nent nature of the elementary excitations. Our paper expands
on previous findings reported in Ref. [40], which focused
on the analysis of finite-temperature SCS effects induced by
pulse perturbation.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly re-
view the 1D Yang-Gaudin model and its exact solution based
on the nested Bethe ansatz. In Sec. III, we review the GHD
equations, while in Sec. IV we apply them to the study of
different quench protocols, including a harmonic trap release
and a quartic-to-harmonic trap quench. Section V is devoted
to the limit of zero temperature, reviewing, in particular, its
simplified GHD description. Next, in Sec. VI we focus on dy-
namical features of the gas arising due to the multi-component
nature of the elementary excitations, which can be analyzed in
detail at zero temperature. They include a dynamical polariza-
tion and the spin-charge separation effects. Finally, Sec. VII
contains a summary of our work and our conclusions.

II. THE YANG-GAUDIN MODEL

We consider a 1D system of size ` containing a gas of spin-
1
2 particles with repulsive contact interactions, described by
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the Yang-Gaudin Hamiltonian [53, 54]

Ĥ =−
∫ `

0

dx
∑
σ=±

Ψ̂†σ(x)
(
∂2x + µ+ σh

)
Ψ̂σ(x)

+ c

∫ `

0

dx Ψ̂†+(x)Ψ̂†−(x)Ψ̂+(x)Ψ̂−(x), (1)

where σ = ± denote the two spin components, c > 0 is
the interaction coupling, µ is the chemical potential and h is
the external magnetic field . The fields Ψ̂†σ , Ψ̂σ are creation
and annihilation fermionic operators satisfying canonical an-
ticommutation relations

{Ψ̂†σ(x), Ψ̂σ′(x
′)} = δσ,σ′δ(x− x′). (2)

It is well-known that the Yang-Gaudin model can be solved
by the Bethe ansatz [5, 53–56]. Focusing on the sector with
N fermions,M of which have spin down, the Hamiltonian (1)
can be written in the first-quantized form

ĤN,M = −
N∑
j=1

(
∂2xj + µ

)
−h(N−2M)+2c

∑
i<j

δ(xi−xj)

(3)
with associated many-body eigenstates

ĤN,M ψk,λ(~x) = E(k,λ) ψk,λ(~x), (4)

~x = (x1, . . . , xN ), whose explicit form can be found e.g. in
Ref. [53]. Importantly, these eigenstates are labeled by two
sets of spectral parameters (or rapidities), namely k and λ,
which identify two different quasiparticles species. The first
set k = {k1, . . . , kN} is composed by the quasimomenta
of the physical particles in the system while the second set
λ = {λ1, . . . , λM} is related to the spin degrees of freedom.
Imposing periodic boundary conditions on the system, from
Eq. (3) one can derive the following algebraic Bethe equations

eikj` =

M∏
α=1

kj − λα + ic/2
kj − λα − ic/2

, (5a)

N∏
j=1

λα − kj + ic/2
λα − kj − ic/2

=

M∏
β 6=α,β=1

λα − λβ + ic
λα − λβ − ic

, (5b)

which constrain the quantum numbers k,λ to take only some
specific values. For the repulsive gas (c > 0), kj are real num-
bers while, for ` � 1, the rapidities λα are grouped together
in symmetric patterns around the real axis called strings [55],
which correspond to bound states of spin quasiparticles. For
instance, a string of size n is composed by the rapidities

λα,j = λnα + i(n+ 1− 2j)c/2, j = 1, . . . , n , (6)

with λnα ∈ R known as string center.
In the thermodynamic limit where `,N,M → ∞ at fixed

density N/` and M/`, the spectrum of the model becomes

densely populated and the rapidities k, λ can be replaced by
the density distributions (or root densities)

ρ1(kj) ∝
1

`(kj+1 − kj)
, ρ2,n(λnα) ∝ 1

`(λnα+1 − λnα)
. (7)

The root density ρ2,n for any n ≥ 1 depends only on the value
of the string center λ ≡ λnα. Taking the logarithm of the Bethe
equations (5), and the thermodynamic limit, we arrive at the
Bethe-Gaudin-Takahashi (BGT) equations

ρtot
1 (k) =

1

2π
+

∞∑
n=1

[φn ∗ ρ2,n](k) , (8a)

ρtot
2,n(k) = [φn ∗ ρ1](k)−

∞∑
m=1

[Φn,m ∗ ρ2,m](k). (8b)

Here, we defined

φn(k) =
1

π

2nc

(nc)2 + 4k2
, (9)

Φn,m(k) = (1− δn,m)φ|n−m|(k) + 2φ|n−m|+2(k) + . . .

+ 2φn+m−2(k) + φn+m(k) ,

(10)

and used the notation

[g1 ∗ g2](k) =

∫ ∞
−∞

dk′ g1(k − k′) g2(k′). (11)

Furthermore, we have introduced the total densities ρtot
1 ≡

ρ1 + ρh1 , ρtot
2,n ≡ ρ2,n + ρh2,n, where ρh1 and ρh2,n are the den-

sities of unoccupied rapidities, or holes.
Equations (8a) and (8b) do not uniquely determine the dis-

tributions ρ1, ρ2,n and an additional set of equations must be
derived, depending on the macroscopic state of the model. Let
us consider, for instance, the case where the system is at ther-
mal equilibrium and at temperature T . Introducing the free-
energy functional [55]

G(T, µ, h)/` ≡
∫ ∞
−∞

dk
{

(k2 − µ− h)ρ(k)− Ts1(k)
}

+

∞∑
n=1

∫ ∞
−∞

dλ
{

2nh ρ2,n(λ)− Ts2,n(λ)
}

(12)

with entropy densities

s1 = ρ1 log(1 + eε1/T ) + ρh1 log(1 + e−ε1/T );

s2,n = ρ2,n log(1 + eε2,n/T ) + ρh2,n log(1 + e−ε2,n/T ),

(13)

and dressed energies

ρh1
ρ1

= exp(ε1(k)/T ),
ρh2,n
ρ2,n

= exp(ε2,n(λ)/T ) , (14)
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FIG. 1. (a) Root densities {ρ1, ρ2,n} and (b) effective velocities
{v1, v2,n} as functions of the rapidity k, obtained from the numerical
solution of Eqs. (8) (panel a) and Eqs. (17) (panel b). The curves are
obtained setting c = 1, µ = 2, h = 0.5 and T = 1.

one can derive the following thermodynamic Bethe ansatz
(TBA) equations by minimizing G according to Eqs. (8)
[55, 58, 59]

ε1(k)

T
=
k2 − µ− h

T
−
∞∑
n=1

[φn ∗ log(1 + e−ε2,n/T )](k),

(15a)

ε2,n(k)

T
=

2nh

T
− [φn ∗ log(1 + e−ε1/T )](k)

+

∞∑
m=1

[Φn,m ∗ log(1 + e−ε2,m/T )](k).
(15b)

For later convenience, we also define the effective velocities
of the two quasiparticles species as [7, 8, 39, 60]

v1(k) =
∂kε1(k)

2πρtot1 (k)
, v2,n(λ) =

∂kε2,n(λ)

2πρtot2,n(λ)
, (16)

which can be obtained as the solution to the equations [60]

v1(k)ρtot1 (k) =
k

π
+

∞∑
n=1

[φn ∗ v2,nρ2,n](k); (17a)

v2,n(k)ρtot2,n(k) = [φn ∗ v1ρ1](k)

−
∞∑
m=1

[Φn,m ∗ v2,mρ2,m](k).
(17b)

Equations (8), (15) and (17) can be solved numerically with
standard iterative methods. We report an explicit example of
their solution in Fig. 1.

Finally, let us consider an arbitrary function of the rapidities
~ζ = {ζ1(k), ζ2,n(λ)}. Introducing the filling functions

θ1 ≡
ρ1
ρtot
1

=
1

1 + eε1/T
; θ2,n ≡

ρ2,n
ρtot
2,n

=
1

1 + eε2,n/T
, (18)

we can define the dressed function ~ζdr as the solution to the
equations

ζdr
1 (k) = ζ1(k) +

∞∑
n=1

[φn ∗ ζdr
2,nθ2,n](k), (19a)

ζdr
2,n(k) = ζ2,n(k)+[φn∗ζdr

1 θ1](k)−
∞∑
m=1

[Φn,m∗ζdr
2,mθ2,m](k).

(19b)
From these definitions, one can easily recover the usual rela-
tions for the derivative of the dressed momentum

(∂k~p)
dr = [{1, 0}]dr ≡ 2π~ρ tot , (20)

and of the derivative of the dressed energy e(k) = {k2 − µ−
h, 2nh}

(∂k~e)
dr = [{k, 0}]dr ≡ ∂k~ε , (21)

such that the effective velocities in Eq. (16) are
~v = ∂k~ε/(∂k~p)

dr (in this notation, the ratio of vector
quantities is intended as the ratio of each component).

Given the set of root densities ~ρ(k) = {ρ1(k), ρ2,n(k)} and
of effective velocities ~v(k) = {v1(k), v2,n(k)}, it is possible
to compute the conserved charges and current densities. More
precisely, for any conserved charge Q̂ one can write [7, 8, 39]

q =
〈Q̂〉
`

=

∫ ∞
−∞

dk q1(k)ρ1(k)

+

∞∑
n=1

∫ ∞
−∞

dk q2,n(k)ρ2,n(k) , (22)

and the current [61–68]

jq =

∫ ∞
−∞

dk q1(k)v1(k)ρ1(k)

+

∞∑
n=1

∫ ∞
−∞

dk q2,n(k)v2,n(k)ρ2,n(k) ,

(23)

where ~q = {q1, q2,n} are the single-particle eigenvalues as-
sociated with the charge Q̂. For instance, the particle density
and current are given by

% =
N

`
=

∫ ∞
−∞

dk ρ1(k) (24a)
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FIG. 2. Illustration of the quench protocols considered in this paper
– the spinful gas is coupled to an inhomogeneous external potential
Uσ that is assumed to be slowly varying at mesoscopic scales a �
` � L. Under this working hypothesis, the inhomogeneous model
at t < 0 is solved within each fluid cell x by nested Bethe ansatz
with local value of potential Uσ(x) ' cst (see Sec. II). At t = 0 we
suddenly vary the potential Uσ(x)

t=0→ U ′σ(x). Requiring the same
smoothness hypothesis on the post-quench potential, the problem can
be studied in the hydrodynamic limit.

j% =

∫ ∞
−∞

dk v1(k)ρ1(k), (24b)

while magnetization density and current are

m =
N − 2M

2`
= %/2−

∞∑
n=1

n

∫ ∞
−∞

dk ρ2,n(k), (25a)

jm = j%/2−
∞∑
n=1

n

∫ ∞
−∞

dk ρ2,n(k)v2,n(k) , (25b)

i.e., they correspond to ~q% = {1, 0} and ~qm = {1/2,−n}
respectively. Similarly, other sets of single-particle eigenval-
ues identify other conserved quantities, e.g. ~qe =

{
k2 − µ −

h, 2nh
}

identifies the energy density and its current.

III. THE QUENCH SETUP AND THE GHD EQUATIONS

A. The quench protocols

Let us discuss the class of quench protocols of interest in
this paper. First, we prepare the system in an equilibrium state
of the Yang-Gaudin Hamiltonian in the presence of a nonho-
mogeneous potential Uσ(x) confining the gas in the spatial
region −L2 ≤ x ≤ L

2 , namely

Ĥ =

∫ L
2

−L2
dx
∑
σ=±

Ψ̂†σ(x)
[
−∂2x + Uσ(x)

]
Ψ̂σ(x)

+ c

∫ L
2

−L2
dx Ψ̂†+(x)Ψ̂†−(x)Ψ̂+(x)Ψ̂−(x),

(26)

where the external potential reads

Uσ(x) = V (x)− µ− σ(h+ g(x)). (27)

The presence of a trap potential V (x) and of an inhomoge-
neous magnetic field g(x) spoils the exact solvability of the
model discussed in Sec. II. However, by assuming that the po-
tential Uσ(x) is a slowly-varying function on macroscopically
large scales, it is possible to focus on a mesoscopic description
of the model over fluid cells of size ` such that

a� `� L , (28)

where a is the microscopic scale of the problem, typically of
order of the inverse local density of particles a ∼ O(%(x)−1)
in the fluid cell labeled by x. Under such a scale separation
hypothesis, at each fluid cell x the system appears locally
homogeneous, i.e., Uσ(x) ' cst, but it still contains a suffi-
ciently large number of constituents. As a result, one obtains
a thermodynamic description of the intial non-homogeneous
state in terms of some local root densities ~ρ(x, k).

Next, we consider the quench protocol where the shape of
the initial potential is suddenly changed at time t = 0

Uσ(x)
t=07→ U ′σ(x) ≡ V ′(x)− µ′ + σ(h′ + g′(x)) , (29)

and we investigate the non-equilibrium dynamics generated
by the Hamiltonian (26) with potential U ′σ(x). Note that
prime denotes the post-quench fields, not derivatives. Impor-
tantly, we require the same smoothness assumptions (28) for
the post-quench potential U ′σ(x) so that our quench problem
is suitably described by the Euler hydrodynamic equations de-
tailed below. An illustration of our working assumptions and
of the quench protocols is shown in Fig. 2.

B. The GHD equations

In this section, we derive the set of GHD equations for the
evolution of the root densities ~ρ = {ρ1, ρ2,n} in the presence
of a non-homogeneous potential U ′σ(x). They take the form

∂tρ1 + ∂x(ν1ρ1) + ∂k(a1ρ1) = 0 ,

∂tρ2,n + ∂x(ν2,nρ2,n) + ∂k(a2,nρ2,n) = 0,
(30)

or equivalently in terms of the filling functions ~θ = {θ1, θ2,n}

(∂t + ν1∂x + a1∂k) θ1 = 0 ,

(∂t + ν2,n∂x + a2,n∂k) θ2,n = 0,
(31)

with effective velocities ~ν = {ν1, ν2,n} and effective accel-
erations ~a = {a1, a2,n} to be determined. To this end, we
rewrite the post-quench inhomogeneous Hamiltonian (26) as

Ĥ =Ĥ0 +

∫ L
2

−L2
dx
(
V ′(x)N̂(x)− g′(x)M̂(x)

)
, (32)
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where Ĥ0 is the homogeneous part of Ĥ (obtained setting
V ′ = g′ = 0 in Eq. (26)) and

N̂(x) ≡
∑
σ=±

Ψ̂†σ(x)Ψ̂σ(x) ,

M̂(x) ≡ Ψ̂†−(x)Ψ̂−(x) ,

(33)

are the total particle-number and the spin-down particle-
number operators, respectively.

Following Ref. [69], we introduce the pseudopotential

~w(x, k)≡
(

[V ′(x)− g′(x)] q
(N)
1 (k)

2g′(x)q
(M)
2,n (k)

)
=

(
V ′(x)− g′(x)

2ng′(x)

)
.

(34)
Equation (34) follows from the fact that the single-particle
eigenvalues associated to the pertubations induced by N̂ and
M̂ are ~q(N) = {1, 0} and ~q(M) = {0, n}, respectively [69].
The effective velocities for the model are then obtained from

~ν(x, k) =
(∂k[~e(x, k) + ~w(x)])

dr

(∂k~p(x, k))
dr

=
∂k~ε(x, k)

2π~ρ tot(x, k)
≡ ~v(x, k) , (35)

i.e., the effective velocities in Eq. (16) are not modified by the
presence of U ′σ(x) since the resulting pseudopotential (34)
does not depend on the rapidity [69]. For each fluid cell x,
the effective velocities ~v(x, k) can be determined by solving
Eqs. (17) with effective chemical potential µ̃ = µ′ − V ′(x)

and magnetic field h̃ = h′ + g′(x).

The effective accelerations are instead nontrivial and read
[69]

~a(x, k) =
(−∂x ~w(x))

dr

(∂k~p)
dr =

({−∂xV ′ + ∂xg
′, 2n∂xg′})dr

2π~ρ tot(x, k)
.

(36)
This expression greatly simplifies in the presence of a constant
magnetic field g′ = 0

~a(x, k) ≡ ~a(x) = −∂xV ′ {1, 1} , (37)

where we used Eq. (20). Note that the trap potential V ′(x)
induces a forcing term a2,n = −∂xV ′ appearing in the spin
species even in the absence of inhomogeneous magnetic
fields (g′ = 0), due to backreaction effects in the nested
dressing operation (19).

The GHD equations (31) are formally solved with the
method of characteristics

~θ(t, x, k) = ~θ(0, x̃(t), k̃(t)) , (38)

with trajectories given by

x̃(t) = x−
∫ t

0

ds ~v(s, x̃(s), k̃(s)),

k̃(t) = k −
∫ t

0

ds ~a(x̃(s), k̃(s)).

(39)

FIG. 3. Solution to the GHD equations (31) for the harmonic trap
release: ω = 0.25

t=0→ 0 at fixed µ = 2, h = 0.5, c = 1 and
temperature T = 0.5. The first two rows from the top show the time
evolution of the filling functions θ1 and θ2,1 in the rapidity-position
plane with time increasing from the leftmost to the rightmost panel.
The third and the fourth rows show the evolution of the particles
(thick line) and magnetization (thin blue line) density and current as
function of the position x, with time increasing from the leftmost to
the rightmost panel. For a better visualization of the curves, in each
panel we plot the two quantities in different scales (left: particles
density; right: magnetization, in blue).

This formal solution is typically used as the starting point for
the development of efficient numerical solution of the GHD
equations [70, 71].

IV. TRAP QUENCHES AT FINITE TEMPERATURE

In this section, we exploit the GHD framework discussed
in Sec. III B to investigate two prototypical classes of quench
protocols:

1. release protocols, where the post-quench dynamics is
given by the homogeneous Yang-Gaudin Hamiltonian
(∂xU ′σ = 0);

2. trap quench protocols, where the post-quench potential
U ′σ(x) = V ′(x)−µ′+σh′ does not contain inhomoge-
neous magnetic fields and the effective acceleration are
written as in Eq. (37).

For the sake of concreteness, we consider an initial harmonic
confinement Uσ = ω2x2 − µ + σh and act on the trap fre-
quency ω at t = 0, keeping the other parameters constants.
First, we study the trap release where ω t=0→ 0 and we report
our results in Fig. 3. In this figure, the first two rows from the
top show the dynamics of the filling functions in the rapidity-
position plane, with time increasing from the leftmost to the
rightmost panel. Due to the presence of the confinement, we
see that the initial filling functions display an inhomogeneous
profile, characterized by a larger occupation of modes around
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FIG. 4. GHD evolution (31) for the harmonic trap quench: ω =

0.25
t=0→ ω′ = 0.1 at fixed µ = 2, h = 0.5, c = 1 and temperature

T = 0.5. We display the results with the same legend of Fig. 3.
Notice that the presence of a post-quench harmonic trap induces a
forcing term ~a ≡ −2ω′ 2x × {1, 1} which leads to the rotation of
the filling functions ~θ in the rapidity-position plane.

x = 0 and by small occupations near the edges of the trap
where the effective potential barrier V (x)− µ is higher. This
gives rise to the ellipse shape for ~θ(x, k) that is shown in the
top left panels of Fig. 3. We then evolve the filling functions at
t > 0 according to the GHD equations (31), which in this case
consist of a horizontal shift of each quasiparticle of species a
by the infinitesimal amount dx ≈ va(x, k)dt, cf. Eq. (39). It
is easy to see that such horizontal deformation of the filling
functions towards larger values of x is physically associated
to the free expansion of the gas after the trap release. From
the GHD evolution of the filling functions, one can determine
the root densities via Eqs. (8) and then the profiles of charges
densities and currents using Eqs. (22) and (23). The profiles of
particles and magnetization are shown in the third and fourth
columns of Fig. 3. As one can see, transport from the center
to the edges of the system manifests itself in the flattening of
the charge profiles and in the corresponding onset of non-zero
currents.

Next, in Fig. 4 we study the case of a harmonic trap
quench, where now the trap frequency is suddenly changed to
a non-zero value: ω t=0→ ω′, with 0 < ω′ < ω. We initially
observe a quasi-free expansion of the gas that resembles the
case of Fig. 3. After this stage, we see the reflection of the
quasiparticles against the edges of the trap and the subsequent
recombination of a cloud in the middle of the system. This
breathing dynamics is quantitatively captured by the GHD
equations (31), which are now characterized by the presence
of a forcing term for the rapidities generating the rotation
of ~θ(x, k) in the rapidity-position plane. In the absence of
interactions, the period of the motion is 2π/ω′ but the pres-
ence of finite interactions induces a dephasing mechanisms
[72]. The behavior of the charge densities is characterized

by contraction and expansion stages and the currents change
sign approximatively every half period accordingly, see Fig. 4.

Lastly, we report the time evolution of the spinful gas dur-
ing a quartic-to-quadratic trap quench. In this setting, the
system is prepared at equilibrium in a double-well potential
such that the initial state is made of two separated clouds, see
Fig. 5(a) top left panels. By releasing the quartic potential into
the harmonic trap at t = 0, the two clouds acquire opposite
nonzero momenta. Therefore, for t > 0, they begin to move
towards each other, interact and eventually separate again giv-
ing rise to a periodic motion. This realizes a version of the
quantum Newton’s cradle, observed in cold-atomic bosonic
gases [73]. The observed lack of thermalization during the
dynamics is rooted in the integrability of the Yang-Gaudin
Hamiltonian and reflects in the quasi-periodic patterns of the
charges profiles, see Fig. 5(b). Notice that the interactions
among particles generate a many-body dephasing that gradu-
ally spoils the periodicity of the motion [72]. In Fig. 5, the
onset of this relaxation mechanism becomes visible at t & 20,
particularly in the filling functions of the spin species.

V. ZERO-TEMPERATURE LIMIT

The GHD equations become particularly simple in the limit
T → 0, where they allow for further analytic insight, as we
discuss in this section. As a preliminary step, we first discuss
the T → 0 limit of the model at equilibrium, and review its
ground-state phase diagram.

A. The phase diagram

We begin by recalling that the TBA equations (15) admit an
alternative, partially decoupled form [39, 55]

ε1(k)

T
=
k2 − µ− h

T
− [r ∗ log(1 + e−ε1/T )](k)

− [s ∗ log(1 + eε2,1/T )](k),

(40a)

ε2,1(k)

T
=

[
s ∗ log

(
1 + eε2,2/T

1 + e−ε1/T

)]
(k), (40b)

ε2,n≥2(k)

T
=
[
s ∗ log

(
(1 + eε2,n−1/T )(1 + eε2,n+1/T )

)]
(k),

(40c)
where

s(k) =
sech(πk/c)

2c
, r(k) = [φ1 ∗ s](k). (41)

These equations must be supplemented by the asymptotic con-
dition

lim
n→∞

ε2,n
T

=
2nh

T
. (42)
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 5. GHD evolution (31) during a quartic-to-quadratic quench: V (x) = a4x
4 − a2x

2 + κ
t=0→ V ′(x) = ω

′ 2x2, with a4 = 10−4,
a2 = 3 ·10−2, κ = 2.5 and ω′ = 0.1. We keep the parameter µ = 2, h = 0.5, c = 1 fixed and we set the temperature to T = 0.2. Similarly to
Fig. 3, the first two rows from the top show the evolution of the filling functions θ1 and θ2,1 in the rapidity-position plane with times increasing
from the leftmost to the rightmost panel. The third and fourth rows show instead the evolution of the particles (thick line) and magnetization
(thin blue line) density and current as function of the position x, with different scales for a better visualization of the curves (left: particles
density; right: magnetization, in blue). (b) Colormap of the particles density (left panel, in reds scale) and of the magnetization density (right
panel, in blues scale) during the post-quench dynamics.

These equations simplify considerably in the limit T → 0.
Using that the quasienergies ε2,n(k) are always non-negative,
we see that the bound states of spin quasiparticles, corre-
sponding to n ≥ 2 in the above equations, are exponentially
suppressed at low temperatures. Therefore, at T = 0, we have
[39, 55, 56]

ε1(k) = k2 − µ− h+ [φ1, ε2]2(k), (43a)

ε2(k) = 2h+ [φ1, ε1]1(k)− [φ2, ε2]2(k), (43b)

where the [·, ·]a operation is defined as

[g1, g2]a(k) =

∫ Qa

−Qa
dk′ g1(k− k′)g2(k′), a = 1, 2. (44)

Here, ~Q = {Q1, Q2} are cutoffs in the rapidity space for
the two quasiparticles species, typically referred to as Fermi

points. They are defined from the condition

εa(±Qa) = 0, a = 1, 2. (45)

Accordingly, the BGT equations (8) also simplify to

ρ1(k) =
1

2π
+ [φ1, ρ2]2(k), (46a)

ρ2(k) = [φ1, ρ1]1(k)− [φ2, ρ2]2(k), (46b)

while Eqs. (17) become

v1(k)ρ1(k) =
k

π
+ [φ1, ρ2v2]2(k), (47a)

v2(k)ρ2(k) = [φ1, ρ1v1]1(k)− [φ2, ρ2v2]2(k). (47b)
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FIG. 6. (Top) Root densities ~ρ = {ρ1, ρ2} and (bottom) effective
velocities ~v = {v1, v2} of the Yang-Gaudin model at T = 0. The
curves are obtained from the numerical solution of Eqs. (46) (top)
and Eqs. (47) (bottom) with kernel inversion method. We have set
c = 1, µ = 2 and h = 0.5.

FIG. 7. Phase diagram for the Yang-Gaudin model at zero temper-
ature. The phase boundary h = hc (solid line) is obtained from the
numerical solution of Eq. (48).

Once again, these equations can be solved by elementary
methods. An example of our numerical solution is reported
in Fig. 6.

The above equations also allow us to investigate the phase
diagram of the model [56, 57], which we report in Fig. 7. We
see the presence of a critical magnetic field hc, which sepa-
rates a polarized from a partially polarized phase and reads

hc +
1

π

[ c
2

√
µ+ hc

−
(
µ+ hc +

c2

4

)
arctan

(√
µ+ hc
c/2

)]
= 0 .

(48)

More precisely, by varying the magnetic field h at fixed µ and
c, one finds three distinct phases:

(i) polarized phase for h ≥ hc, which is characterized by
a ferromagnetic ground state and by the absence of spin
quasiparticles (Q2 = 0). The first species behaves as

FIG. 8. Fermi velocities of the Yang-Gaudin model at zero-
temperature as function of h/hc. In the figure, we have set µ =
c = 1.

a gas of spinless non-interacting particles with Fermi
point given by Q1 =

√
µ+ h;

(ii) partially polarized phase for hc < h < 0, which is
characterized by a paramagnetic ground state and by the
presence of both the quasiparticles species with Fermi
points ~Q ∼ O(1) extracted from Eqs. (43);

(iii) unpolarized phase at h = 0 where the ground state is a
diamagnet and the spinwaves are unbounded,Q2 →∞,
while Q1 is extracted from Eqs. (43).

We briefly comment on the behavior of the Fermi velocities
vFa ≡ va(Qa) in the limit h → 0, where the spin species
becomes unbounded in the rapidity space. From the numeri-
cal analysis of Fig. 8, we observe that the Fermi velocity vF2
monotonically increases for h < hc and it remains finite ap-
proaching the unpolarized phase for h → 0. This feature is
reminiscent of the behavior of the Fermi velocity in integrable
spin chains at h = 0, where analytical results for the Fermi
velocity are available, see e.g. [74]. Importantly, the Fermi
velocities of the two species are always separated, which is a
crucial feature to observe a dynamical separation of the ele-
mentary excitations, see Ref. [40] and Sec. VI B.

B. Zero-entropy GHD

We finally return to the inhomogeneous Yang-Gaudin
model (26) to discuss its generalized hydrodynamic descrip-
tion at zero temperature. As previously argued, under some
smoothness assumptions on the potential Uσ(x), a local den-
sity approximation at mesoscopic scales provides a reliable
initial condition for the state at T = 0, which is the ground
state of the model at each spatial point x. The latter is suitably
described in terms of the local filling functions

~θ(x, k) =

{
1, if k ∈ [− ~Q(x), ~Q(x)];

0, otherwise
. (49)

Filling functions of this form correspond to a vanishing Yang-
Yang entropy [55]. Such zero-entropy condition is then pre-
served at later times by the structure of the GHD equations
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(31), as pointed out in Ref. [75]. It follows that the informa-
tion about the dynamics of ~θ can be entirely encoded in a pair
of Fermi contours ~Γ(t), keeping track of the evolution of the
local Fermi rapidities ~Qα(t, x) in the rapidity-position plane.
More precisely, we can define a pair of split Fermi seas at po-
sition x and time t as

Γa(t, x) ≡
la⋃
α=1

[Qa;2α−1(t, x), Qa;2α(t, x)] , (50)

and the Fermi contours

Γa(t) =
⋃
x

Γa(t, x), (51)

where Qa;1(t, x) < Qa;2(t, x) < · · · < Qa;2la(t, x) are solu-
tions of the zero-entropy GHD equations [22, 40, 75]:

d

dt

(
x

Qa;α(t, x)

)
=

(
vFa;α(t, x)

aa(x,Qa;α(t, x))

)
(52)

with species index a = 1, 2 and split Fermi sea index α =
1, . . . , 2la. We recall that the effective accelerations aa(x, k)
are those appearing in Eq. (36) while the Fermi velocities
~vFα (t, x) ≡ ~v(t, x, ~Qα(t, x)) with ~v given in Eq. (47), pro-
vided the definition of [·, ·]a for the case with split Fermi seas

[g1, g2]a =

la∑
α=1

∫ Qa;2α

Qa;2α−1

dk′ g1(k − k′)g2(k′), a = 1, 2.

(53)
In the case of a spatially homogeneous post-quench magnetic
field (g′ = 0), the expression for the effective acceleration
simplifies and the zero-entropy GHD equations (52) become

d

dt

(
x

Qa;α(t, x)

)
=

(
vFa;α(t, x)

−∂xV ′

)
, (54)

where V ′ is the post-quench confining potential coupled to the
system at t > 0.

VI. DYNAMICAL POLARIZATION AND SPIN-CHARGE
SEPARATION EFFECTS

In this section we focus on two features of the quench dy-
namics which arise due to the multi-component nature of the
elementary excitations, and which are particularly clear to
study at zero temperature. They include a dynamical polar-
ization and the spin-charge separation effects. In the latter
case, we will also explore its robustness against nonzero tem-
peratures, expanding the results presented in Ref. [40].

A. Dynamical polarization

We begin by describing a dynamical polarization process
occurring in the gas during the quench dynamics. For simplic-
ity, we consider the case of a harmonic trap V (x) = ω2x2 but

FIG. 9. Zero-entropy GHD evolution of Yang-Gaudin model sud-
denly released from a harmonic trap with frequency ω = 0.1. We
set c = 1, µ = 2 and h = 0.5. In particular, we show the evolution
of the Fermi points ~Qα(t, x) (top row), the particle (thick line) and
magnetization (thin line) densities (middle row) and currents (bottom
row) as function of time, increasing from the left column to the right.
The dashed vertical lines mark the position of the transition front
x∗(t) and the colored area highlight the partially polarized region on
each panel.

the following discussion straightforwardly extends to other
confining potentials.
In this case, the inhomogeneous ground state displays dif-
ferent local phases, determined by the mutual value of the
effective chemical potential µ − V (x) and of the external
magnetic field h. For sufficiently weak h . hc(µ, c), by
moving from the center to the edges of the trap, we can de-
tect a phase transition occurring at positions ±x∗ such that
h = hc(µ − V (±x∗), c) and separating a partially polarized
phase (|x| ≤ x∗) from the fully polarized phases (|x| > x∗).
In general, a similar scenario is found for any trap V (x) that
confines the particles in a finite spatial region.
By releasing the trap ω

t=0→ 0 at fixed value of µ and h,
the regions where the system is polarized change dynami-
cally. In particular, the gas remains depolarized in the region
−x∗(t) ≤ x ≤ x∗(t), and polarized outside of it. The loca-
tions of the phase boundary±x∗(t) during the nonequilibrium
dynamics are obtained from the zero-entropy GHD solution
as x∗(t) = maxx[x ∈ Q2(x, t)]. A similar definition of the
phase boundary x∗(t) can be derived for more generic quench
protocols. In Fig. 9, we show the dynamics of the Fermi
points ~Qα in the rapidity-position plane and the correspond-
ing nonequilibrium evolution of some conserved charges and
currents. From the figures one clearly sees a propagating front
at position x∗(t) that separates the partially polarized regions
of the expanding gas (colored areas) from the fully polarized
tails. We note that, since the velocity of the first quasiparticle
species is larger, the size of the region where the particle den-
sity is non-zero but the gas is polarized is effectively growing
in time, despite |x∗(t)| is increasing.

As a biproduct, it is also interesting to study the long-time
asymptotic behavior of the particle density %(t, x). In polar-
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FIG. 10. Long-time asymptotic behavior of the particle density (solid
line) during the harmonic trap release of Fig. 9 as function of the
rescaled position r ≡ x/R(t) where [−R(t), R(t)] is the instan-
taneous support of the expanding gas. At sufficiently large times,
the density profile is indistinguishable from the integrated distribu-
tion of rapidities in the initial state n(k), after a proper rescaling by
m/t (dashed line), the mass of the particle m ≡ 1/2 in our conven-
tions. The curve 1

2t
n(k) is shown as function of the rescaled rapidity

r ≡ k/Λ, where Λ is the largest value of rapidity in the initial state.

ized regions, the gas is effectively non-interacting, due to its
fermionic nature. This suggests that the late-time density pro-
file is determined by the initial distribution of rapidities, in
analogy to the what happens in expanding Bose gases, under-
going dynamical fermionization [76]. In fact, based on the
zero-temperature GHD semiclassical picture described in the
previous sections, and following previous papers [76, 77] , one
arrives at the prediction

%(x, t� 1) ∼ 1

2t

∫
dx ρ1(0, x, k) ≡ 1

2t
n(k) , (55)

where the factor 1/2 comes from the fact that, within our con-
ventions, the mass of the fermions ism = 1/2. We have tested
the validity of (55) in Fig. 10, showing excellent agreement.

B. Spin-charge separation effects

Finally, we turn to the analysis of spin-charge separation
effects following a trap quench. In our previous paper,
Ref. [40], we analyzed SCS taking place at T = 0 and h = 0.
In trap release protocols, we showed that SCS was visible
in the dynamics of the profiles of particle and magnetization
densities, which completely decouple up to perturbatively
small corrections. These features were established at T = 0,
and were shown numerically to persist up to small finite
temperature T . Here, we expand our previous results and

study the effects of SCS at finite h 6= 0. In this case,
we do not expect a separation in the profiles of spin and
charge, since the modes which diagonalize the bosonized
Hamiltonian mix the corresponding degrees of freedom [1].
Rather, we expect the formation of two distinct peaks in
both the profiles of magnetization and particle density, which
signals the presence of decoupled Luttinger liquids [39]. In
the following, we quantitatively confirm these predictions.

We consider the nonequilibrium dynamics generated by a
Gaussian potential

V (x) = −A exp
(
−x2/ς

)
(56)

with A, ς some tunable parameters that control the amplitude
and the width of the pulse perturbation. We then suddenly
release the Gaussian confinement at t = 0 and study the
dynamics of the bump in the background at fixed µ and h.
Notice that, with a proper tuning of the background param-
eters h < hc(µ, c), it is possible to initiate and evolve the
entire system in local realizations of the partially polarized
phase, which is necessary to have both quasiparticles species
with non-trivial evolution. The results for the evolution of the
Fermi point ~Qα(t, x) (column a) and of the particle density
(column b) are shown in Fig. 11.

At t ≤ 0, we see that the trap (56) generates a bump
perturbation in both the Fermi points of charge (blue curve)
and of spin (red curve) species, due to the backreaction
effect generated through nested Bethe ansatz. At the physical
level, this reflects the spinful nature of the particles in the
gas, where the charge and spin degrees of freedom are
always mutually activated, even in the presence of selective
perturbations (cf Fig. 9 where this feature is observed for a
harmonic trap). At t > 0, we track the propagation of the
perturbations on the homogeneous background using Eq. (54)
and we compute the corresponding profiles of the particle
density during the post-quench dynamics. We observe that
the bump perturbation Q1;α(t, x) moves faster compared
to Q2;α(t, x) and it eventually overturns. This is a direct
consequence of the behavior of the Fermi velocities shown in
Fig. 8, which is the key to predict the dynamical separation of
elementary excitations in the spinful gas. Similar arguments
were already put forward long ago based on the Tomonaga-
Luttinger liquid description of the Yang-Gaudin model, see
e.g. Ref. [1, 42–45]. However, GHD, allows us to extend
these analyses beyond the low-energy sector.

Focusing on the right-propagating quasiparticles, we see
that each bump Qa;α gradually deforms in time until generat-
ing a shock at t ≈ 2, after which the species are characterized
by a split Fermi sea configuration. Accordingly, at positions
xa(t) > 0 corresponding to the highest nonsplit Fermi sea
of each species, we register peaks in the profiles of the con-
served quantities (a = 1 dot-dashed; a = 2 dashed vertical
axes). The position of the peaks xa(t) is simply determined
by a ballistic evolution with the Fermi velocity vFa of the back-
ground. Since vF1 > vF2 , the innermost peaks are associated
to the spinwaves while the outermost refer to the charge ex-
citation. We show this is Fig. 12 for the pulse perturbation
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(a) (b)

FIG. 11. Zero-entropy GHD evolution of the Yang-Gaudin model
during the trap release from the Gaussian potential (56) with A =
2.25 and ς = 5. We have set c = 1, µ = 1.5 and h = 0.5. With this
choice of parameters, the system is partially polarized at any spatial
position and time during the evolution. We plot the evolution of (a)
the Fermi contours and of (b) the corresponding particle density. The
dot-dashed (resp. dashed) vertical axes mark the position of the peaks
|x1(t)| (resp. |x2(t)|).

dynamics of Fig. 11.

We finally investigate the effects of a finite temperature T
on the pulse perturbation dynamics in Fig. 11. Intuitively,
we expect the separation of elementary excitations to remain
clearly visible at small but finite temperature T . T0 and to be
gradually smoothed out by thermal fluctuations after a further
increase of temperature T & T0. The value of temperature T0
separating these two situations is estimated from the regime of
validity of the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid description of the
gas before entering the spin-incoherent regime [78, 79], and it
reads

T0 ' [k20%0/c]
−1, (57)

with k0, %0 the Fermi point of first species and the particle
density of the partially polarized background, respectively.
We test this predictions against GHD and report our results
in Fig. 13, which we now discuss. First, in Fig. 13(a) we
compare the data obtained via zero-entropy GHD (54) at
T = 0 with those obtained from Eqs. (31) at small tem-
perature T → 0. The excellent agreement of the profiles
constitutes a non-trivial check of our numerical methods. In

FIG. 12. Peaks position |xa(t)| (solid line) as function of time for
the pulse perturbation dynamics of Fig. 11. The dot-dashed (dashed)
line corresponds to the function ya(t) = vFa t+ ca with slope of the
curves given by the Fermi velocities vFa in the homogeneous back-
ground while the additive constants c1 ' 5.3, c2 ' 6.8 are extracted
from a fit of the data. Notice that away from the line h = 0 of the
phase diagram in Fig. 7, the quasiparticles that split are not the phys-
ical charge and spin degrees of freedom of the system but rather a
combination of the two.

(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 13. (a) Comparison of the GHD evolution (31) at small but
finite temperature T ≡ β−1 = 0.05 (solid line) and of the zero-
entropy GHD (54) (symbols) for the particle density released from
the Gaussian trap (56) with A = 2.25 and ς = 10. We set c = 1,
µ = 1.5, and h = 0.5. (b) Evolution of the particle density at
different temperatures T/T0 (different line styles, see plot legend).
(c) Long-time evolution of the particle density at different temper-
atures T/T0. For a better visualization of the curves, we removed
the background value δ% ≡ % − %0 on each of the curves. For
our choice of parameters, T0 ≈ 0.81 and the values of temperature
T/T0 ≈ 0.06, 0.12, 0.25, 0.49, 1.2 correspond to inverse tempera-
tures β ≡ T−1 = 20, 10, 5, 2.5, 1.

Fig. 13(b), we show the results for the nonequilibrium dynam-
ics of the particle density at different temperatures T/T0 while
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in Fig. 13(c) we investigate the persistence of density peaks at
large times on varying of T/T0. As one can see, our numeri-
cal results in Fig. 13(c) agree with the estimate of the melting
temperature in Eq. (57).

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the nonequilibrium dynamics generated by
the sudden variation of an external inhomogeneous potential
in a 1D gas of spin- 12 fermions with repulsive contact inter-
actions, as described by the inhomogeneous Yang-Gaudin
Hamiltonian (26). We have performed a thorough numerical
study of the GHD equations, and provided quantitative
predictions for different values of the temperature, external
magnetic field and chemical potential, highlighting the
qualitative features arising due to the multicomponent nature
of the elementary excitations.

It would be interesting to extend our analysis to more gen-
eral integrable systems solvable by the nested Bethe ansatz,

including multicomponent Bose gases [80–86], Bose-Fermi
mixtures [87–89], or the anyonic interpolation of the bosonic
and fermionic Yang-Gaudin models [90]. It would also be
interesting to better understand how the number of compo-
nents affects some of the features studied here, for instance in
the fermionic Yang-Gaudin model with K > 2 components.
Finally, while we focused on repulsive interactions, several
interesting questions pertains to the attractive case. In this
context, a natural setting is the one recently considered in
Ref. [91, 92] for 1D Bose gases, where GHD was exploited to
predict the formation of bound states following an adiabatic
change of the interactions. We expect that similar protocols
in the Yang-Gaudin model could provide valuable insight
into its out-of-equilibrium dynamics close to the BEC-BCS
transition [93, 94].
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